APPLICATION OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Keeping your city and its people safe.
A robust, highly reliable and cost-effective method of monitoring activity everywhere.

ONCAM
With an increase in global criminal activity and terrorist threats, keeping the public safe and minimising the risk of incidents in open spaces are increasingly important. Ensuring that citizens feel safe and secure is a priority and Oncam’s 360-degree and wide-angle technology provides an effective and efficient security solution. It allows for real time security monitoring, threat detection and measured response, without interfering with citizens’ day-to-day life. It contributes to protecting their quality of life 24/7 and to the economic and social growth of the city.

**THEFT**

Oncam cameras are designed to help establishments deter and detect criminal and anti-social behavior. If an incident occurs, you can view when it occurred, what took place and who is responsible.

**REDUCED CAMERA COUNT**

One 360-degree or wide-angle camera can often replace several traditional cameras. Since Oncam’s 360-degree cameras have no moving parts, it helps reduce annual maintenance costs.

**MEASURED RESPONSE**

Oncam’s technology enables security personnel to make fast but informed decisions on how to effectively respond to any incident, whether it is related to criminal activity, terrorism or vandalism.

**GROUP MONITORING**

With an Oncam solution, you can monitor group movements and special outdoor activities discreetly. With automatic alerts, authorities can be notified swiftly of suspicious or unusual behavior.

**MONITORING LARGE AREAS**

An Oncam camera allows for effective monitoring of activity in busy large areas such as parks, streets, playgrounds, crossroads as well as squares more accurately and from a distance.

**SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC**

Public spaces are ideal targets for opportunistic criminals and vandals. Dealing with these issues whilst aiming to maintain a safe and secure city for citizens and tourists is a challenge we understand.
Having successfully provided award-winning 360-degree technology solutions to the Municipality of Kağıthane in Turkey, Oncam delivers unique and flexible solutions where management and security personnel can experience the power of our 360 and wide-angle surveillance cameras. Reliable and adaptable, Oncam solutions address the current challenges in keeping cities safe and secure.

**01 Evolution Outdoor**

Oncam’s Outdoor cameras, offered with a 5MP or 12MP sensor, are available in several form factors. With IP66 and IK10 certified enclosures, they are vandal resistant and can withstand harsh environments, making them the ideal option for outdoor surveillance.

**02 Evolution Stainless Steel**

The Evolution Stainless Steel, available with a 5MP or 12MP sensor, has a premium finish that is unique to the industry. With multiple certifications, it is an aesthetically pleasant and resilient solution specifically designed for extreme weather and environments.

**03 Evolution 180 Series**

Oncam’s Evolution 180 cameras are optimised for wall mount applications. The dewarped Panoramic+ views are perfect for corridors or perimeters, offering clear view of passing traffic while capturing a wide area of coverage, both indoor and outdoor.

**04 ONVU360 App**

Our app is the world’s first mobile application that enables users to fully experience 360-degree surveillance in high resolution, wherever they are and at the palm of their hands. It is downloadable for free from the Apple App Store and Google Play Store.

**05 Advanced Dewarping**

Footage shot with Oncam’s 360 and 180-degree cameras offers clear pictures. Oncam’s advanced 3D dewarping allows users to review footage at any time, offering the best and most user-friendly experience in the 360-degree surveillance market today.

**06 Flexible and Scalable**

Solutions offered by Oncam are scalable and flexible. Thanks to their compatibility to ONVIF standards, Oncam cameras are compatible with the vast majority of VMS and NVR platforms, to create modern, functional and long-term surveillance solutions.
“WE WANTED TO DECREASE CRIME IN THE PARKS AND MAKE PEOPLE FEEL SECURE - SO WE CHOSE TO INSTALL A 360 SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM.”

Canan Atasoy (Environment Protect and Control Manager) 
Kağıthane Municipality, Turkey